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DIY TOELETTA PER CANI
From puppy cuts to best in show
Everything you need to know, step by step
“Grooming your dogs yourself is an incredible way to show affection while strengthening your bond and building trust with your dogs. Trust Jorge and he’ll
show you how to groom your dogs right.” – Cesar Millan
Master dog groomer to the stars Jorge Bendersky bathes, brushes, trims, and pampers some pretty important pooches. Nevertheless, the fundamental skills
and techniques he uses every day in his Manhattan salon can and should be in every dog owner’s repertoire. From breed identification to tool selection,
clipping to scissoring, Bendersky shares, in his unmistakably playful way, the tricks of his trade, ensuring your canine companion will never again suffer a bad
hair day.
Inside you will find:
- Simple, step-by-step instructions for everything from bathing to brushing
- Practical solutions to common problems such as fleas and ticks, dirt and mud
- Creative suggestions for grooming a picture-perfect dog
Foreword by Cesar Millan, star of Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan and NY Times best-selling author
The author:
Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Jorge Bendersky became interested in dogs at a very early age. Known as a celebrity dog stylist and pet trendsetter, Jorge
is a passionate educator with a strong belief that knowing how to properly groom your own dog will deepen the bond between a pet and his owner and
help improve the pet’s and the owner’s quality of life. With more than twenty years of experience working as a professional groomer in New York City, Jorge
has developed a grooming and pet-care philosophy based on practicality but without the loss of glamour. Behind the scenes, Jorge applies his passion for
animals to improve the lives of all dogs, especially those in shelters and rescue situations. Through his tireless efforts and dedication, he has been honored
with national humanitarian awards for his educational workshops for pet owners in the inner cities, for his volunteer efforts with animal rescues, and for his
years of bringing attention to the importance of our responsibility to not only dogs but also all animals. Visit www.planetjorge.com to find all the products you
need to groom your dog and—why not—your friends’ dogs too.
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